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Figure 1: Vertical editing in action. Our system proposes sub-frames at times t1 and t2 and automatically computes virtual
pan, tilt and zoom camera movements that interpolate between the editor’s choices. In this example, we are showing 3 of 9
possible shots. The number of possibilities increases with the number of actors on-screen. Because they are computed off-line,
the generated shots anticipate the actor’s movements and keep the composition balanced, making them easier to edit into a
complete movie.
Abstract
Vertical video editing is the process of digitally editing the image within the frame as opposed to horizontal video
editing, which arranges the shots along a timeline. Vertical editing can be a time-consuming and error-prone
process when using manual key-framing and simple interpolation. In this paper, we present a general framework
for automatically computing a variety of cinematically plausible shots from a single input video suitable to the
special case of live performances. Drawing on working practices in traditional cinematography, the system acts
as a virtual camera assistant to the film editor, who can call novel shots in the edit room with a combination of
high-level instructions and manually selected keyframes.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.10 [Vision and Scene Understanding]: Video
analysis—I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—
1. Introduction
Vertical editing is a term coined by film editor Walter Murch
to describe editing of the image within the frame, as opposed
to arranging shots along a timeline, which is considered hor-
izontal editing.
Up until now, motion picture editors have thought
almost exclusively in the horizontal direction. The
question to be answered was simply, "What’s
next?" - that’ s complicated enough - there are a
tremendous number of options in the construction
of a film. In the future, that number is going to be-
come even more cosmic because film editors will
have to start thinking vertically as well, which is to
say: "What can I edit within the frame?" [Mur01]
In this paper, we propose a computational framework for
helping the editor with the cosmic choice of vertical edit-
ing in the restricted case of stage perfomances, by lever-
aging recent work in computer vision. In traditional film-
making, the choice of framing is considered to be an es-
sential element of cinematography, and is controlled by a
dedicated camera assistant, with a good knowledge of the
rules of cinematography, including frame composition and
timing [TB09]. The same rules are applicable to the case of
vertical editing in post-production. Reframing can be per-
formed manually by creating keyframes at discrete time in-
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stants, and interpolating the keyframes to produce a smooth
trajectory of the frame. Modern film editing suites such as
Avid Media Composer, Adobe Premiere or Final Cut Pro of-
fer support for such key-framing techniques under the name
of ’Ken Burns’ effect †. Because the keyframes are linearly
interpolated, the approach typically requires a large number
of keyframes, painstakingly drawn through trial-and-error.
To remedy that situation, we propose a novel content-aware
interpolation method which guarantees that the framing re-
mains cinematically valid, at least in a simplified computa-
tional model of cinematography.
We focus on the important case of live performances
recorded from a small number of fixed viewpoints, including
live concerts, opera and theatre performances. This has im-
portant application for preserving cultural heritage [McA09]
where the dilemma is to choose between a single-viewpoint
camera covering the entire stage, which is cost-efficient but
not attractive to viewers, and a multi-camera setup, whose
cost may exceed the budget of the original production. Com-
bined with very high resolution video (4K), the techniques
described in this paper offer a compromise which can be
both cost-efficient and high quality. One further benefit of
our approach is that we can generate content for multiple for-
mats, i.e. cinema, television, tablets and even smartphones.
Contrary to the case of retargeting, we are not betraying the
film director’s intentions but instead translating the stage
director’s production into different screen idioms, i.e. long
shots for the cinema, medium shots for television and close
shots for tablet and smartphones.
Section 2 present a review of related work. Section 3 dis-
cusses the topic of frame composition and presents our tax-
onomy of shots. Section 4 describes the core of our method,
which consists in three main steps - tracking actors, com-
puting frame constraints and optimization. We present ex-
perimental results in Section 5 on three different tasks - re-
framing short sequences to static shots, reframing short se-
quences to dynamic shots using keyframes, and reframing
long sequences with multiple keyframes.
2. Related Work
Editing of live action video is a challenging area of research
[KAAU02, HLZ04] which must face the difficult problem
of detecting, localizing and recognizing the important ele-
ments of the scene. As a result, previous work has been lim-
ited to restricted situations such as lectures and conferences
[Bia04, HWG07, ZRCH08], usually with only one speaker
and a restricted course of events. Recent work has looked
at the important problem of when to place cuts and transi-
tions during video editing [BLA12], assuming a given set of
† Ken Burns is an American documentary film-maker who made
frequent use of pan-and-scan techniques over still photographs.
shots. In contrast, we are dealing here with the complemen-
tary problem of generating those shots in the first place.
Computational support for vertical editing has already
been proposed for real-time broadcasting of sports events
[KWK12, SFWS13] using a variety of visual motion cues
which can be computed efficiently. Our contribution instead
focuses on providing offline tools for post-production suit-
able to the case of contents with high cultural and historical
values, where offline actor detection and naming methods
can be used to provide content-aware interpolation, although
at a much higher computational cost.
A more general approach to the vertical editing problem
is to predict where the audience’s attention focuses in the
original frame and to automatically reframe according to the
prediction [GWP07, CLM08]. This includes work by Dese-
laers et al. on automatic pan and scan [DDN08] and work by
Jain et al. on video re-editing, where automatic algorithms
are proposed for simultaneously reframing and re-editing the
video [JSSH14]. In contract to this previous work, our sys-
tem is interactive, letting the editors define their choices of
framings at different keyframes and offering content-aware
interpolation between selected keyframes.
Our work is also related to recent video stabilization
methods [GKE11, LGW∗11], where the original video is
rendered as if it has been recorded by a smooth camera path,
by designating a virtual crop window of predefined scale.
These video stabilization algorithms are based on keypoint
feature tracking and camera motion estimation in the form
of 2D transformation. Instead of keypoint tracks we use re-
cently proposed human detection methods [GR13, DTS06,
FGMR10], to define boundary constraints. The goal is then
to find a smooth cropping window path (virtual pan-tilt-
zoom) best representing the chosen type of shot and adher-
ing to the constraints and the aspect ratio. In recent work,
we proposed an algorithm for automatically generating a
small number of cinematographic rushes along those lines
[GRG14]. Those automatically generated rushes can then be
edited together manually. One unresolved problem with that
approach is how to choose which rushes to generate in the
first place. In this communication - which is based on the
same computational framework - we pursue another route,
which is to let the film editor make vertical choices (fram-
ing) and horizontal choices (cutting) interactively by defin-
ing a small number of keyframes and interpolating between
the keyframes. We refer the reader to [Gan14] for a compar-
ison of the two approaches.
3. Grammar of the shot
For our purpose, a shot is a temporal sequence of frame com-
positions (framings), The framings in a shot can change due
to movement of the virtual camera, movement of the actors
or both. In this section, we introduce a taxonomy of framings
and shots which is described in details elsewhere [RGB13]
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Figure 2: (a) A given scene with three actors A, B and C.
(b) The shot graph for that scene. Each node in the graph
represents a shot with a constant framing. Each edge in the
graph represents a shot with a transition between different
framings. Framings within each framing category can vary
in size. The tightest framing is bounded by the boundaries
of actors contained within the subframe. The widest framing
is bounded by the boundaries of the actors outside the sub-
frame. (c) Each node is then further subdivided into different
shot sizes.
and explain how the sub-shots extracted from a given video
can be organized into a shot graph.
3.1. Frame composition
We use a taxonomy of framing categories which allows us to
partition the space of framings into well-defined classes. We
use the simplest possible taxonomy, where a framing is iden-
tified with the list of actors present in the shot from left-to-
right and their size on the screen. We use the classification of
shot sizes adopted by film scholar Barry Salt [Sal06]. For the
purpose of clarity and exposition, we use only thee shot size
categories - full shot, medium shot and medium close-up. In
a scene with N actors, a maximum number T ∗N(N + 1)/2
of sub-framings can be defined, where T is the total type of
shot sizes being considered. Note that the sub-framing can
be described with just the names of the left-most and right-
most actors present in the shot.
3.2. Simple and complex shots
Thomson [TB09] distinguishes three types of shots, based on
which of the following four items are moving - the subjects,
the lens, the pan and tilt head, and the camera mounting. A
simple shot is composed of a subject made without move-
ment of the lens, pan and tilt head or the camera mounting.
A complex shot is composed of a moving subject made with
movement of either the lens or the pan-tilt head, or both. The
developing shot is composed of a subject with movement of
the camera mounting. In our case, the input video is a sim-
ple shot, and the reframed shots are either simple shots (if
we keep the frame window constant) or complex shots (if
we move the frame window). Developing shots are left for
future work.
3.3. Shot graph
In the taxonomy of framings introduced in the last section,
the set of possible sub-framings can be represented in a shot
graph, as illustrated in Fig 2. Each node in this graph rep-
resents the set of possible framings which lies within the
tightest and the most relaxed framing for the given set of
actors. The topmost or the parent node represents the sub-
framings containing all the actors in the scene and the leaf
nodes represents the framings containing an individual actor.
Each edge in the shot graph represents a possible transition
between framings.
Transitions between framings can be caused by lens
movements. For example, zooming-in can push an actor out
of the frame. Zooming out can pull an actor into the frame.
Transitions can also be caused by pan-and-tilt movements.
For example, a left-to-right pan shot will reveal actors en-
tering the frame from the right and hide actors exiting the
frame on the left. We combine the effects of the lens and the
pan-tilt head into camera edges.
Finally, transitions between framings can be caused by
actor movement even with a fixed camera. Typical events
are actors entering and exiting the frame, changing positions
within the frame, hiding each other or showing up from hid-
ing.
At any given time, a framing can have at most four edges,
corresponding to the following events
1. The left-most actor inside the frame moves out of the
frame (arrow down and right in the shot graph)
2. The right-most actor indside the frame moves out of the
frame (arrow down and left in the shot graph)
3. The left-most actor outside the frame moves into the
frame (arrow up and left in the shot graph)
4. The right-most actor outside the frame moves into the
frame (arrow up and right in the shot graph)
The same four transitions between framings can also be
caused by actor movements. In that case, the naming of the
shot changes, but the camera frame does not move.
4. Content-aware interpolation
In this section, we describe how we precompute the shot
graph for an entire video and use it to generate arbitrarily
complex shots at runtime. As a first step we perform ac-
tor detections on given video sequence at discrete intervals
and then combine them into actor tracks using an interpo-
lation method. This is described in subsection 4.1. Using
these tracks we can have the information about the actors
present at any given frame in the video sequence with their
corresponding positions in image coordinates and a relative
depth coordinate which can be approximated using the size
of the detections windows. We further take advantage of a
fixed stage to estimate the floor projections of the detection
windows. This floor plan view can be then used to compute
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the boundary constraints at any given frame of the video,
and then to build a shot graph representing all possible sub-
framings or compositions for a given frame, as described in
Fig. 2.
The end goal is to extend these sub-framings into temporal
shots. This is done using the convex optimization method
proposed by Gandhi et al. [GRG14, Gan14], which takes as
input the boundary constraints and the actor detections, and
computes a smooth interpolating window best representing
the true actor motion on stage, while adhering to the given
boundary constraints.
4.1. Tracking of actors
We use a generative model for learning person and costume
specific detectors based on a stable color region descriptor
which has been shown to be robust to large appearance vari-
ations in image retrieval [SZ03] and movie indexing tasks
[GR13]. Following the approach proposed by Gandhi and
Ronfard [GR13], we learn each actor model from a small
number of labeled keyframes or video tracks. Ideally a se-
quence of each actor performing a 360 degree turn would
be sufficient to build such models, this can be done conve-
niently for live performances. More specifically, the actor’s
head and shoulders are each represented as a constellation of
optional color regions and the detection can proceed despite
changes in view-point and partial occlusions. These multi-
view models are then used in a maximum likelihood frame-
work for actor detection. The final result are upper body de-
tections with the actor labels as shown in Fig.3. Using upper
body detectors gives an added advantage of pose invariance
and the ability to detect sitting, standing or partially lean-
ing actors in contrast to commonly used upright pedestrian
detections.
In addition to tracking and recognizing actors, we com-
pute their projections on the stage floor. This information
is necessary for defining the frame compositions in arbi-
trary poses like sitting, lying down etc. To calculate stage
floor projections, we first approximate the stage floor by the
equation of a plane in the 3D world coordinates using three
or more manually labelled interest points. Now the actor’s
upper body can be placed in this 3D coordinate system us-
ing the image coordinates of the upper body detection center
(xi,yi) and the size of the detection window as the depth co-
ordinate.
4.2. Boundary constraints
Given the actor detections, we can now compute bound-
ary constraints for the given set of actors in all frames.
This is illustrated in Fig.4. The (lmin,rmin, lmax,rmax)
are the horizontal constraints and can be derived using
the coordinates of the upper body detections. Similarly,
(umin,dmin,umax,dmax) define the vertical constraints. For
Figure 3: Example detections with projections drawn on the
stage floor.
Figure 4: This figure illustrates the frame boundaries for
containing Actors (B,C) in a Full Shot (FS). The hori-
zontal constraints (lmin, rmin, lmax, rmax) and vertical
constraints(umin, umax, dmin, dmax) are computed using
the coordinates of the actor detection windows. The value
(umin,dmin) depends on the type of shot being considered,
shown is an example with a full shot.
a composition larger then a full shot, we use floor point pro-
jections to compute the dmin values.
Constraints (lmin,rmin,umin,rmin) define the tightest
composition possible for a given set of actors and the con-
straints (lmax,rmax,umax,rmax) define the widest compo-
sition possible for the given set of actors. The type of pos-
sible framings for a given set of actors are limited by these
boundaries.
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Figure 5: All shot types can vary in sizes. Left: widest framings per shot type. Right: tightest framings per shot type. Top:
four-shots. Second row : three-shots. Third row: two-shots. Bottom: one-shots.
4.3. Reframing as optimization
Given some user-defined keyframes gk = (gxk,gyk,gsk),
we now use the boundary constraints cn =
(lminn,rminn, lmaxn,rmaxn), to compute a dense and
smooth framing fn = ( f xn, f yn, f sn) that approximates the
gk and satisfies the constraints cn. In previous work, we have
shown how to cast such problems as a convex optimization
problem with linear constraints [GRG14, Gan14], and we
use that approach to compute a unique and exact solution.
5. Experimental results
We tested our algorithms on two hours of theatre perfor-
mances, recorded in FullHD (1080p) during rehearsals us-
ing a Lumix GH2 with a 20 mm lens, directly facing the
stage at a distance of 20 meters. The accompanying videos
present examples of our results from three different plays to
illustrate our results - A l’ouest, by Nathalie Fillion; Loren-
zaccio, by Alfred de Musset ; and Death of a salesman, by
Arthur Miller. We learned the actor models from separate
training videos and computed the shot graphs using our pro-
totype implementation, in MATLAB and OpenCV.
In each case, we split the recording into narrative seg-
ments (scenes and sub-scenes) of approximately one minute.
We present three separate experiments for editing those seg-
ments. In the first experiment, we generate a simple (static)
shot covering the entire segment. In the second experiment
we generated a complex (dynamic) shot by choosing com-
positions at two different keyframes. In the third experi-
ment, we generated a complex (dynamic) shot interpolating
keyframes selected manually over the entire segment.
5.1. Simple shots
The goal here is to find the best static frame containing any
given subset of the actors in a given type of composition for
the given time interval, we call it a KEEP query. The user
input is only the time interval and the desired composition.
To solve this we first compute the constraints cn and rule
based framing goals gk for the given set of actors and the
type of shot at each instant of time. Then we solve for f n
where, [∀n : fn = f = ( f x, f y, f s)]. While this mode is fully
automatic, it can only be used in simpler cases, with few
actors and little stage motion. In most situations, we need
more input from the user, as in the next two experiments.
5.2. Complex shots with two keyframes
In this experiment, we let the user choose the framing at
the beginning and the end of the sequence, and we com-
pute a complex shot interpolating the keyframes. When the
two keyframes have the same composition (same actors and
sizes), we attempt to keep the same composition throughout
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Figure 6: Time partition for a (PAN FROM COM-
POSITION TO COMPOSITION) complex shot with two
keyframes. (a) After calculating the number of nodes to be
traversed, the total time is first equally distributed for each
edge. (b) The time allotted for each edge is then further
divided into sections where we keep the node and where
we perform the interpolation between them. Constraints are
only defined for the segments where we keep a particular
node.
the sequence (we call this PAN WITH COMPOSITION).
When the two keyframes have different compositions (dif-
ferent actors or different sizes), we instead search for a path
in the shot graph leading from the first composition to the
second composition. We explain the steps in each case.
PAN WITH COMPOSITION. Here the compositions is
same throughout the sequence. The compositions at the first
and the last keyframes are set as framing goals. The bound-
ary constraints and the motion constraints for each actor are
defined for the entire interval of time. The final interpolated
shot is than calculated using the optimization function ex-
plained in Section 4.3. The first row in Fig.1 shows an ex-
ample of this form of interpolation and the corresponding
results are also shown in the attached video.
PAN FROM COMPOSITION TO COMPOSITION.
Here the initial and the final composition are not the same.
Both the initial and final compositions are approximated by
the closest node in the shot graph and the shortest path be-
tween these nodes is calculated. The time partition is then
calculated between these nodes as explained in Fig. 6. A
framing goal is assigned for the composition at each inter-
mediate node. The boundary constraints and motion con-
straints are defined, only for the time segments where a node
is kept. The framing goals and the constraints are then used
in the optimization framework to obtain the final interpolated
shots. The second and third row in Fig. 1 show the examples
of this form of interpolation.
Fig 7 compares the proposed method with linear inter-
polation, and illustrates how the proposed method method
maintains better frame composition. In our experiments, we
found that this strategy worked reasonably well on shorter
segments with limited motion. On longer segments with
more actor movements, additional user input is needed. This
leads to our third experiment.
Figure 7: Our method vs. linear interpolation. First row
shows the starting and ending keyframes with the given
bounding boxes. Second row shows the intermediate frame
for a linear interpolation. Third row illustrates the corre-
sponding intermediate frames using the proposed method.
5.3. Complex shots with multiple keyframes
In our third experiment, we let user advance sequentially in
a long video segment and pause at arbitrary keyframes. At a
keyframe, the user can select any of the proposed framings in
the shot graph. We can then compute the interpolating shot
leading to that new keyframe, in time approximately equal
to the segment duration. Thus, the user receives immediate
feedback and can review his previous choices sequentially.
We compute the interpolating segments by classifying inter-
mediate shots between the previous and current keyframes as
either a PAN FROM COMPOSITION TO COMPOSITION
or a PAN WITH COMPOSITION, as explained in the previ-
ous section.
The resulting system is very easy to use even for novice
users. Choosing the keyframes, selecting the framings, and
reviewing the interpolating sub shots typically takes between
5 and 10 minutes per minute of video. We can therefore ex-
trapolate than a full two-hour recording of a theatre perfor-
mance can be vertically edited in two days. Future work is
needed to verify this assumption.
6. Conclusion
We have presented tools for controlling a virtual pan-tillt-
zoom camera during post-production using keyframe inter-
polation, using recent advances in computer vision for track-
ing and naming actors based on their visual appearance. Our
main contribution is an interactive system that can assist the
film editor in choosing and implementing arbitrarily com-
plex shots, while taking into account some of the basic rules
of cinematography. Initial experiments have shown that our
tools can be a practical option for both expert and novice
users, leading to an efficient and easy-to-use vertical film
editing workflow.
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